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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the topic of subject and listening panel performance in descriptive analysis applications.
A summary of the status in the field of audio is provided regarding the selection, development, training
and monitoring of subjects and listening panel. Subject categorisation and associated terminologies are
discussed, placing emphasis on the difference between affective and descriptive tasks. A number of statistical
analysis methods are presented that can be applied to the evaluation of subject and a panel’s performance in
descriptive analysis tasks which are supported by some illustrative examples. Additionally, the application
of these analysis methods to spatial sound evaluation tasks is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
As audio systems and spatial sound systems conti-
nue to develop there is an increased need and in-
terest to find appropriate means to evaluate their
perceptual characteristics. Whilst global evaluation
of audio quality such as the so-called mean opinion
score, listening quality or basic audio quality have
been popular in the field of audio these are found
increasingly to be insufficient to describe the detai-
led perceptual nature of such complex systems and
stimuli. As a result, researchers are turning to des-
criptive analysis techniques to provide a more detai-
led and objective perceptual evaluation. Over the
last few years a number of researchers in the field
of audio have applied a range of descriptive analysis
methods to several different product categories in-
cluding mobile phones, loudspeaker and headphone
spatial sound reproduction systems and so forth.

Sensory evaluation is dependent on the performance
of the subjects performing the evaluations. For the
sensory profiles to be meaningful, subjects, forming
a panel, should be as objective as possible and in
agreement on the usage of a consensus descriptive
vocabulary. It is this matter of subject reliability in
descriptive analysis tasks that forms the core of this
study.

The development of an appropriate set of attributes

for the description and discrimination of a given set
of stimuli, such as those found in spatial sound repro-
duction, is a challenging problem. Methods based on
consensus descriptive analysis are known to require
a lot of time and effort. Panel training might range
from 10 hours for a simple stimulus set (e.g. Stone
& Sidel [75]) to 120 hours for more complex stimuli
(e.g. Meilgaard et al. [54]). As an example in the
field of audio, the descriptive analysis experiment
reported by Zacharov & Koivuniemi [82, 40, 81] em-
ployed a panel of 12 assessors who developed a set
of 12 attributes to describe the characteristics of dif-
ferent spatial sound reproduction systems for a range
of program recordings in 30 hours. The reliability of
a descriptive analysis (DA) panel is therefore an as-
pect that should deserve significant attention, consi-
dering the efforts it requires. Panel performance mo-
nitoring can also be a very useful tool when used to
identify and attempt to fix potential problems with
attributes or assessors during the vocabulary deve-
lopment process. It should also be mentioned that
communication of performance to assessors by the
panel leader is an important aspect of the panel trai-
ning. This feedback to panellists can have a positive
effect on training and motivation and thus on the
resulting quality of the panel (Meilgaard et al. [54],
Findlay et al. [23]).

The following section will present a short set of terms
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of reference to clarify the context and application do-
main of the performance measures to be discussed in
Section 4. Section 3 will provide a short overview of
descriptive analysis in order to clarify the different
types of performance evaluation stages. Section 4
presents a number of assessor evaluation methods
with examples, leading to a short discussion and
conclusion of the paper.

2. TERMS OF REFERENCE

2.1. Affective versus descriptive
The matter of whether a task is affective/hedonic

or descriptive is an important differentiation that
has significant impact. Perhaps the most significant
influence is associated with the type of subject to be
employed in a test. Scriven [72] discusses this topic
in relation to different type of panels and starts with
a description of the two stages of human response to
stimuli as follows:

1. The primary response is to recognise and mea-
sure the stimulus (Descriptive)

2. The secondary response is to form a judgment
about what is perceived, e.g. liking or accepta-
bility judgements (Affective/Hedonic)

Scriven’s model is illustrated in relation to panels in
Table 1, which is found to be similar to the filter
model concept introduced by Pedersen and Fog [64]
and refined by Bech and Zacharov [5].

Typically, näıve subjects are only aware of the se-
cond response. Thus it is viewed that obtaining af-
fective measures such as liking, preference, accep-
tance is best achieved with näıve subjects. Such
subjects are not conscious of the primary response,
which is typically developed through training and
awareness. It should also be noted that according
to the assessor definitions provided by ISO 8586-2
[34], subjects typically develop from being näıve to
being initiated assessors, and so on, in a continuous
manner (see Figure 1).

In the context of sensory evaluation, the experimen-
ter is typically only interested in performing objec-
tive assessment of attributes developed through a vo-
cabulary development process. As stated by Blauert

and Jetosch [13] “to obtain a sensory profile of a pro-
duct such that the results show reasonable objecti-
vity, trained and experienced panels of expert are,
in fact, indispensable”. Thus only the use of trained
assessors will be considered in this paper

2.2. Individual versus consensus
In the domain of descriptive analysis a number of

methods exist aimed at the same purpose, i.e. the
development of descriptive vocabularies for the ob-
jective assessment of product characteristics. In the
category of verbal and direct elicitation methods [5],
two major routes exist for establishing the vocabu-
lary, namely, consensus and individual vocabulary
development procedures.

Consensus vocabulary development procedures in-
clude methods such as Quantitative Descriptive
Analysis (QDA) [75] or Flavor Profile [54] for
example. The main idea of these methods is to em-
ploy a panel of assessors to develop a set of common
perceptual attributes to describe the sensory pro-
perties of the stimuli under investigation. Standard
methodologies have been developed for this type of
consensus vocabulary development process [32] and
this method has proved to be successful in the food
industry.

Individual vocabulary development procedures in-
clude methods such as free choice profiling (FCP)
[42, 79, 78, 50], repertory grid technique (RGT)
[39, 7] and flash profile [74, 20] for example. In these
methods, each assessor develops his or her own set
of attributes, which removes the need for construct
alignment between the assessors.

The example methods discussed in this paper and
presented in Section 4.3 are predominantly appli-
cable to consensus vocabularies. However some of
these methods can also be considered for perfor-
mance assessment of the case of individual vocabu-
lary methods, e.g. for a given attribute and assessor,
or for a given individual sensory profile. Methods
have also been developed to derive an ’average’ sen-
sory profile from the individual datasets, and the
resulting data structure can be exploited to some
extent to assess the performance of the panel.

2.3. Subject categorisation
Whilst the terms untrained, näıve, experienced and
expert are often employed in the audio literature to
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Product measurement or trained panel Consumer panel
Selected or trained subjects Näıve subjects
Subjects selected to measure characteristics of
products

Subjects selected to represent wider consumer
population (target market)

Measure primary response to product as an
indirect measure of ingredients or processes
to extrapolate to whether differences between
products are real or not

Measure primary response to product as an in-
direct measure of ingredients or processes and
measure secondary responses to extrapolate to
what the total population might like

Performed in sensory laboratory Ecologically motivated test environment (real
usage)

8 well trained assessors 50 - 100 assessors

Table 1: Comparison of trained versus consumer panels, adapted from Scriven [72].

describe the nature of a subjects performance, a re-
view of a number of the standards and recommenda-
tions (e.g. [17, 35, 37, 38, 36]) will yield inconsistent
definitions of these terms. This topic is discussed
further by Bech and Zacharov in [5]. However, a
well formulated summary of assessor categorisation
has been developed in the field of agricultural food
products and reported in several ISO standards dis-
cussed in the following section.

2.3.1. ISO assessor categorisation
The ISO has standarised a set of terms which are em-
ployed in the agricultural food industry to describe
different kinds of assessors also commonly referred
to in audio as subjects. This terminology is defined
predominantly for application in descriptive analy-
sis tasks, where objective assessment of attributes is
the primary purpose.

Two key standards on this topic exist including ISO
standard 8586-1 [31] and 8586-2 [34]. The former
focus upon the selection, training and monitoring of
selected assessors whilst the latter consider these as-
pects for experts. In order to clarify these meanings
and terms, please refer to Table 2. Figure 1 also pro-
vides some information regarding how subjects can
progress from being untrained assessors through to
being expert assessors.

It is considered by the authors that this terminology
is very clearly defined and can be applied to any field
of sensory perception/evaluation irrespective of the
specific nature of that field. It is suggested that this
unambiguous terminology be adopted in the field of
audio in order to clarify communication regarding

assessor categorisation and their associated perfor-
mance.

As a summary of the focus of this paper, it can be
stated that this work relates to direct, verbal, des-
criptive, (mostly) consensus vocabulary application
using quantitative scales with selected and trained
assessors.

3. DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
Often when starting a descriptive analysis task from
scratch, the vocabulary and attributes may not yet
have been developed. In such cases a particular
process is required to develop the vocabulary and
attributes. However, once these exist, then they
can be applied to the objective evaluation of pro-
ducts/stimuli. It is this latter application that we
focus on here, as it is in the rating phase that the
performance of the assessor is of greatest interest.

Assuming that the vocabulary already exists, a ty-
pical descriptive analysis experiment will follow the
following 4 stages:

• Pre-selection

• Training

• Product evaluation

• Post-selection

The exact location of the product evaluation phase
may also occur following post-selection. This case
may occur when a permanent panel is established
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Assessor category Definition

Assessor Any person taking part in a sensory test

Näıve assessor A person who does not meet any particular
criterion

Initiated assessor A person who has already participated in a
sensory test

Selected assessor Assessor chosen for his/her ability to carry out
a sensory test

Expert In the general sense, a person who through
knowledge or experience has competence to
give an opinion in the field about which he/she
is consulted. (Please note that the term expert
does not provide any indication regarding the
qualification or suitability of the individual to
perform listening tests.)

Expert assessor Selected assessor with a high degree of sensory
sensitivity and experience in sensory methodo-
logy, who is able to make consistent and repea-
table sensory assessments of various products

Specialised expert assessor Expert assessor who has additional experience
as a specialist in the product and/or process
and/or marketing, and who is able to perform
sensory analysis of the product and evaluate
or predict effects of variations relating to raw
materials, recipes, processing, storage, ageing,
and so on.

Table 2: Summary of assessor categories employed in sensory analysis, as defined in ISO standard 8586-2
[34], applied to the food industry and recommended for adoption in the field of audio.

and the training - product evaluation - post-selection
is a continuous process. Alternatively this may occur
when post-selection is performed following a specific
experiment to evaluate the assessor’s performance as
opposed to a product evaluation experiment.

Pre- and post- selection and training will be discus-
sed in further detail in the following sections.

3.1. Pre- and post- selection
When considering panels of assessors, a number of
different methods and selection criteria can be ap-
plied to evaluate and assess the suitability of the
subjects. Broadly speaking these fall into two cate-
gories, namely pre- and post-selection procedures.

Pre-selection procedures comprise of those where
subjects are evaluated for their potential of being
a good listener, suitable for participating in (certain
types of) listening tests or to become a members of
a listening panel. Some examples of pre-selection
procedures are described in [52, 29].

Post-selection considers the performance of listeners
following a listening test to evaluate the goodness of
their performance in this task. This goodness can
be assessed in a large number of ways which will be
discussed later in Section 4.

Whilst pre-selection provides a raw screening of sub-
jects potential, post-selection provide concrete infor-
mation regarding a subject’s performance. It can be
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Naive

assessor

Initiated

assessor

Selected

assessor

Expert

assessor

Training in methods and general principles

Recruitment, preliminary screening and instruction

Selection for training

Evaluation of potential

Monitoring of performance and/or testing

Fig. 1: The process of sensory assessor development
according to ISO 8586-2 [34].

considered that the process of post screening is quite
expensive, as subjects are analysed following an ex-
periments and if their performance is very poor their
data may not be meaningful/valid. In such cases the
subject may require further training or in the worst
case not continue to perform listening tests with the
panel. Whilst this is indeed a time consuming and
expensive process, it is the only true way to establish

the performance level of a subject and the panel as a
whole. This is considered to be a good investment,
as noisy or erroneous data is of little value to the
experimenter. In order to manage the costs of post-
selection at the early stages of establishing a panel,
specific experiments can be defined that test the per-
formance of the subjects. Such experiments may not
yield meaningful experimental data beyond the eva-
luation of the subjects performance. This is safe, as
it will ensure that no scientific or product related
decisions will be made based on these finds, but the
panel performance will be refined for its future use.

3.2. Training

Training is a key way to improve the performance
of subjects and increase their expertise. Through
listening to relevant sound stimuli that exemplify
a certain set of auditory characteristics so subjects
can explore and become more sensitive to the nature
of these characteristics and their evaluation. Often
subjects sensitivity to such characteristics will in-
crease with exposure and hopefully also their ability
to reliably rate their perceptions (see Bech [3]). Ho-
wever, it should be noted that not all subjects have
the capacity to improve and furthermore not all sub-
jects can become expert in all areas of perception.

Training programs take several different forms and
are typically targeted to certain applications in au-
dio. These are typically divided into two types:

• Training by listening only,

• Adaptive training with feedback.

A large number of training schemes exist a few of
which are listed here as examples. However, pre-
sently, no extensive training schemes yet exist for
training of spatial evaluation tasks.

Some examples of listening only training schemes
can be found from [57] and [2]. A larger number
of adaptive training schemes exist, including timbre
solfege programme [46, 56] and timbral ear training
(TET) software developed by Quesnel [67, 65, 66].
More specific training schemes for particular appli-
cation or attributes may be found from the following
sources [18, 62, 63, 73, 61, 60, 55].
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The benefits of training subjects for descriptive ana-
lysis or sensory profiling is discussed in a number of
cited papers. Labbe et al. [41] provide a short and
concise summary of the benefits of training. It is
stated that training

• allowed the assessors to become familiar with
the vocabulary1 and to use it reliably,

• completely modified the mean profiles and made
them reliable,

• improved discrimination ability of the panel,

• simultaneously reduced the individual session
effect and improved individual discrimination
ability,

• improved the consensus within the panel.

With respect to this study, training can be view as a
means to improve the performance of assessors and
it a vital part of that process.

4. DESCRIPTIVE PANEL PERFORMANCE
In this section, an overview of the ideas and ter-

minologies commonly employed for consensus panel
assessment are presented. The performance criteria
considered in this paper focus on the restricted case
of a single sensory panel. Inter-panel performance
assessment in which several panels are compared, or
cases where external information such as preference
data or instrumental measurements is present, re-
quire slightly different approaches, see e.g. McEwan
et al. [53] but this is not covered in the present
paper. A more general discussion of potential cri-
teria for measuring panel performance and theore-
tical problems with some of them can be found in
Wolters & Allchurch [80]. It is also important to
remember that a DA panel should be seen as a hu-
man instrument from which we expect objective and
reliable measurements. Also, a panel of assessors is
employed rather than a single assessor to take into
account the fact that human subjects are not equally
sensitive to sensory stimuli, might also vary in their
ability to discriminate different perceptual aspects
of the stimuli and can be subject to judgment bias.

1In this study a glossary of 17 pre-defined attributes were
employed.

In comparison to the profile produced by a single
expert, the sensory profile obtained by a panel of
assessors is considered to represent a more general
and more stable description of the stimuli.

4.1. Terms of reference

Repeatability The precision of a measurement
method is defined in e.g. ISO 5725-1 [33] as the
closeness of agreement between mutually inde-
pendent test results obtained under stipulated
conditions. In the context of a consensus DA
panel, this measure can be understood at the
level of a single assessor or a panel level. These
two cases highlight a different aspect of the sen-
sory panel by considering either one component
or the sum of the components of the sensory
measurement tool. Precision is often stratified
into the two different concepts of repeatability
and reproducibility. ISO 5497 [30] defines repea-
tability as the closeness of agreement between
mutually independent test results obtained un-
der conditions where mutually independent test
results are obtained with the same method on
identical test material in the same laboratory
by the same operator using the same equip-
ment within short intervals of time. Reprodu-
cibility is defined as the closeness of agreement
between test results obtained under conditions
where test results are obtained with the same
method on identical test material in different
laboratories with different operators using dif-
ferent equipment. In the context of the perfor-
mance assessment of a single sensory panel, re-
peatability is a more appropriate measure. Ho-
wever, another approach could also be adopted
which consider assessors as different “laborato-
ries”. For example, Rossi [68] defined repea-
tability and reproducibility respectively as the
abilities of an assessor to score the same pro-
duct consistently for a given attribute and to
score the products, on average, similarly to the
other panel members. Reproducibility in this
case relates more to the concept of accuracy de-
fined next.

Agreement Accuracy is defined in e.g. ISO 5725-1
[33] as the closeness of agreement between a test
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result and the accepted reference value. Consi-
dering that only data from a single sensory pa-
nel is available in our case, we can interpret the
test result as the set of scores given by one as-
sessor and the accepted reference value as the
set of “mean” scores over the panel2. In prac-
tice, an assessor can be very precise but not ac-
curate, which means that this assessor disagree
with the rest of the panel. The term agreement
(or disagreement) is commonly used in sensory
science literature to describe accuracy. Howe-
ver, the term proficiency is also found to express
the accuracy of either a given assessor or the full
panel. It should be noted at this point that re-
peated measurements of the same samples are
necessary to measure precision and that disa-
greement can not be separated out from repea-
tability if the sensory profiling test does not in-
clude repetitions.

Discrimination The concepts of precision and ac-
curacy would be sufficient for performance mea-
surement if a true external reference was avai-
lable for comparison with the test result but
this is rarely the case in sensory science. In our
specific case of a single panel, the “internal”
accuracy we measure has no absolute meaning
and there is always a risk to obtain precise and
accurate results from a panel without the re-
quired level of discrimination. The concept of
discrimination relates to the ability of an asses-
sor or a panel to make a perceptual distinction
between several stimuli with a given attribute
or a set of attributes. The discrimination of
a panel depends on assessor reliability and pa-
nel agreement. These performance measures are
nested in the sense that no discrimination will
be achieved if assessors show a poor reliability,
but even when assessors are discriminative on
an individual level, discrimination between pro-
ducts might still remain poor at a panel level if a
large disagreement exists between the different
panellists.

2It should be noted that the concept of “true value” ver-
sus “expected value” is problematical in sensory science as it
depends on the presence and nature of an external reference,
e.g. the accuracy of a given panel can only be assessed in
the context of a larger experiment including several sensory
panels (McEwan et al. [53])

Multivariate sensory information: product
discrimination and attribute redundancy.

A clear distinction appeared in the previous pa-
ragraphs between the performance of a given as-
sessor and the performance of the panel. Ano-
ther particularity of sensory profiling relates to
the difference between the measurement of per-
formance at an attribute level and at a com-
plete (or partial) sensory profile level. Whe-
reas univariate methods can be used to compare
means for each attribute separately; multiva-
riate methods aim at comparing product posi-
tions in the sensory space and allow for the as-
sessment of product discrimination in terms of
both strength (distance between products in the
sensory map) and complexity (dimensionality of
the sensory space). Another aspect of multiva-
riate analysis of sensory profiles concerns the
measurement of redundancy in attributes. Re-
dundancy is employed here instead of correla-
tion to highlight the importance of meaning ra-
ther than statistical relationship, as described
in Wolters and Allchurch [80]. Looking at panel
performance from an efficiency point of view, we
could test the appropriateness of the number of
attributes employed for the sensory profile. In
pragmatic terms, we would be looking for a sen-
sory profile with an optimal balance between a
too large and a too small number of attributes.
The former case will imply a larger experimen-
tal effort and might result in a redundancy in
the sensory profile; the later case could result
in low product discrimination or could fail to
capture some aspects of the sensory differences
between the products. However, this topic is
not well documented in the literature, to the
knowledge of the authors.

4.2. Attribute scale usage and attribute interpre-
tation

A sensory score is the result of a complex process
including physiological, psychological, and grading
tasks. The assessor scoring on a linear continuous
scale is the last step of this measurement process
and can be affected by individual variations relating
to scale usage. Such variations can be very large
but have usually no relation to product characteris-
tics. They are often considered as nuisance effects
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by the experimenter and methods to correct scores
from these individual differences have been develo-
ped in sensometrics (Næs & Solheim [59], Brockhoff
& Skovgaard [15]). Brockhoff [14] described four ba-
sic assessor differences that can be encountered on a
univariate scale, as illustrated in Figure 1:

1. Level difference: Assessors use different parts of
the scale, which is reflected by a different mean
score over all products for a given attribute.

2. Scaling difference: Assessors use different
amount of the scale, which is reflected by a dif-
ferent variance over all products for a given at-
tribute.

3. Variability: The precision of assessors differ,
which is reflected by a different variance over
the repetitions of a given product and attribute.

4. Disagreement: the non-linear individual varia-
tion not attributable to the scaling differences
previously described.

A set of formal univariate statistical models was pro-
posed by Brockhoff to derive these four assessor ef-
fects, which gives useful information about panellist
differences in scale usage for each attribute.

Another aspect of individual variation in attribute
scale usage concerns the issue of disagreement on the
sensory concept associated to each descriptor. Panel
training can solve this problem to some extent but a
perfect concept alignment of the assessors is usually
not feasible even with extensive training. Examples
of attribute misinterpretation can include the pos-
sible confusion between two perceptually related at-
tributes or the use of a combination of these attri-
butes to assess a certain perceptual aspect of the
stimuli. Multivariate analysis methods have been
exploited to address such issues with the idea of a
simulated individual vocabulary profile to test the
validity of consensus use of the attribute by the pa-
nel [22].

4.3. A review of panel performance assessment
methods

The topic of sensory panel performance assessment
is largely documented in the literature but numerous

research studies continue to be published in the field
of sensometrics, which illustrate the complexity of
this topic. Very different methods have been pre-
sented with performance criteria ranging from rela-
tively simple statistics (see Rossi [68] or Næs [59]) to
more advanced statistical methods employing univa-
riate models (Brockhoff [14]) or multivariate models
(see Sclich et al. [71]). A short literature review is
presented in this section to illustrate how different
approaches focus on different aspects of the panel
performance.

As described in the previous section, sensory data
can be regarded from a univariate (uniscalar) or a
multivariate (multi-scalar) point of view. Panel as-
sessment on an individual attribute level provides
very detailed information about the performance of
the panel. For example, Rossi [68] used two mea-
sures relating to the repeatability and disagreement
criteria defined in the previous section. These mea-
sures are computed per product, assessor and attri-
bute (the second criterion is referred to as reprodu-
cibility in the original paper) and are based on a sta-
tistical model defined by Mandel [49]. This approach
results in a large set of descriptive statistics, which
Rossi summarised with several graphical techniques.
Another statistical method based on classical relia-
bility theory was used by Bi [12] to compute the
same criteria. However, these two statistics are only
computed per attribute and assessor, which yields
two graphical displays only. Similar visual represen-
tations of panel performance have been presented
for the reliability and discrimination criteria defined
in the previous section, e.g. by Næs and Solheim
[59] or Lea et al. [44] employing statistical tech-
niques based on ANOVA3. Schlich [69] proposed a
method for graphical representations of assessor per-
formances based on individual and global ANOVAs
for each attribute separately. This method described
in more details in the next session covers three of the
performance criteria described in the previous sec-
tion, i.e. repeatability, disagreement and discrimina-
tion. Brockhoff [14] presented a univariate assessor
performance method taking into account the 4 dif-
ferent basic assessor differences presented in the pre-

3Performance measures based upon ANOVA methods have
also been applied to hedonic or affective data in the field of
audio by Gabriellson [25] and Bech [3, 4]. A good introduction
to the application of ANOVA to sensory data can also be
found from Lea et al. [43]
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Fig. 2: The four basic assessor differences for a single sensory attribute (from Brockhoff [14]). Letters A, B
and C represent the grading of three different products.

vious section. A set of formal statistical models ba-
sed on ANOVA was employed and significance tests
were proposed for the following assessor effects: dif-
ferences in variability (see 4 in Figure 2), presence of
disagreement (see 3 in Figure 2), differences in sca-
ling (see 2 in Figure 2) and differences in sensitivity
(defined as a signal-to-noise ratio). Brockhoff’s ap-
proach is one of the most thorough univariate tools
for assessor performance monitoring and can be run
with an available SAS macro called PANMODEL
which is of interest to evaluate in future. Finally,
clustering methods or factorial methods have also
been used for panel performance assessment of each
attribute separately, e.g. Dijksterhuis [21] or Cou-
ronne [19] presented PCA-based methods to assess
disagreement between panellists.

The analysis of scores at a sensory profile level offers
a different perspective on the assessor performance.
When multiple attributes are considered at once, a
matrix of samples by attributes has to be handled
for each assessor. Ledauphin et al. [45] presented a
simple approach to measure agreement among asses-
sors, which includes the computation of a weighted
average for the panel, an index of agreement for each
assessor and a test of statistical significance for this
index (an example of application of this method is
presented in the next section). Multivariate data
analysis techniques can be used to identify under-

lying differences between products and to interpret
these differences in terms of attributes. The per-
formance of the panel can also be assessed from this
type analysis. Factorial methods are commonly used
for this purpose, e.g. techniques based on princi-
pal component analysis (PCA) (Husson et al. [28])
or canonical variate analysis (CVA) [71], which can
incorporate visual representations of individual as-
sessor variability. The use of partial least squares
regression models was also reported by Thybo and
Martens [77] who measured signal to noise ratios (ra-
tio of systematic between-object variation and re-
sidual noise) for attributes, assessors and products
to highlight problems of assessor disagreement and
attribute discrimination. Finally, another group of
multivariate data analysis methods can be conside-
red to test assessor agreement on the interpretation
of attributes. Multivariate data analysis methods
such as Generalized Procrustes Analsyis (GPA, Go-
wer [26]) or STATIS (Schlich [70]) take this assump-
tion into account by allowing for rotations between
individual assessor configurations.The principle and
application of GPA is described with an example in
the next section.

4.4. Examples of panel performance assessment
methods

In this section, a practical example of sensory pro-
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file is considered to illustrate different approaches to
panel performance assessment. The sensory dataset
analysed in this paper originates from a study by
Folkenberg et al. [24] in which cocoa-milk products
were evaluated in three replicates by a panel of as-
sessors using a set of consensus sensory attributes.
The products were evaluated on a 15 cm unstructu-
red scale with two anchor points placed 1 cm from
each scale end marked as low and high. The original
dataset consisted of 7 assessors, 14 products, 15 at-
tributes and 3 replicates. However, one extra asses-
sor was added to this dataset to illustrate the effect
of noisy data on the panel performance criteria. The
scores of this assessor comprised of random numbers
selected on a magnitude scale corresponding to the
original data scale. The sensory dataset including
replicates was analysed with the univariate analysis
method proposed by Schlich [69]. Then, the data
was averaged over replicates to form a 3-way data-
set (8 assessors x 14 products x 15 attributes)4 and
two multivariate methods focusing on a different as-
pect of the sensory dataset were applied. The tech-
nique of Ledauphin et al. [45] was considered to
measure agreement among assessors, and the GPA
method [26] was applied to assess consensus in at-
tribute usage. All computations for this study were
performed with the Matlab software.

4.4.1. Graphical Representation of Assessor Per-
formances

The Graphical Representation of Assessor Perfor-
mances (GRAPES) [69] method proposed by Schlich
was developed to address the issue of scale usage,
repeatability over sessions, discrimination and disa-
greement for each attribute separately. The six sta-
tistics proposed in this method are derived from two
ANOVA models for a given attribute. The first one
(model 1) is applied on the repeated scores of one
assessor and the second one (model 2) is applied on
the repeated scores of all assessors. Span (range of
scores) and location (mean score) reflect the use of
the scale by the different assessors. The unreliability
statistic relates to the product-by-session interaction
of model 1 and the drift-mood statistic is the ave-
rage variation among sessions. These two measures
address the issue of assessor precision in scoring. Fi-

4A new set of random number was generated for the as-
sessor #8 for this averaged dataset.

nally, Discrimination (F-test of product difference in
model 1) and disagreement (contribution of an asses-
sor to the product-by-assessor interaction in model
2) measure the extent to which each assessor discri-
minates the products and agrees with the rest of the
panel.

A subset of the GRAPES algorithm output is pre-
sented below with a slightly different graphical re-
presentation from the original paper. Figure 3(a)
and 3(b) illustrate scatter plots of scale usage for
two attributes. The distribution of mean scores in
Figure 3(a)highlights a level difference between two
groups of assessors. The lower location and span
of assessors #3, #4 and #5 indicate that they em-
ployed a lower part of the scale in comparison to the
other assessors. It appears from Figure 3(b) that
assessors #5 and #8 use the scale differently from
the other assessors.

In Figure 4 bar graphs of the three key performance
criteria of GRAPES are presented for four different
attributes. The unreliability measure is presented
on the left side of the graphs with a panel mean (ho-
rizontal dashed line). Assessor discrimination mea-
sures are shown in the centre plot with a panel mean
(horizontal dashed line) and a 5% significant level for
this F-ratio statistic (horizontal dotted line). The
right side of the graphs shows the disagreement mea-
sure with a panel mean corresponding to the total
product-by-assessor interaction in model 2 and a 5%
significant level for this F-ratio statistic.

A clear pattern is visible for the assessor #8 in this
series of graphs. The high unreliability, low discrimi-
nation and high disagreement observed in all graphs
for this assessor show that the method detected the
random nature of this assessor data. An overall diffe-
rence between average discrimination of the different
attributes can also be noted. Attribute #2 shows the
largest discrimination in these four graphs. It is in-
teresting to note that the unreliability and disagree-
ment measures are respectively the lowest and the
highest for this subset of attributes. The attribute
#4 in Figure 4(b) shows the lowest mean discrimi-
nation with a non-significant discrimination for two
assessors (#1 and #4). This attribute is also the
only one with a non-significant panel disagreement.
On an individual level now, Figure 4(a) illustrates
that the assessors #1 and #7 are more discrimina-
tive than the assessor #4, but the right plot also
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Fig. 3: Scatter plots of differences in scale usage for a given attribute, as found in GRAPES [69].

shows in this case a significant panel disagreement,
to which these two assessors contribute largely. A
different pattern can be seen in Figure 4(c) with two
different types of assessor behaviour. Assessors #1,
#5 and #7 all show a high discrimination, but only
assessors #5 and #7 contribute to the panel disa-
greement.

4.4.2. A multivariate measure of assessor agree-
ment [45]

The method proposed by Ledauphin et al. [45] to
assess the agreement among assessors in a consen-
sus vocabulary profile consists of four steps. The
3-way dataset (assessors x products x attributes) is
pre-processed first by centering and scaling. A simi-
larity matrix between the different assessors is cal-
culated next, from which a weighting coefficient is
derived for each assessor. A weighted average confi-
guration can then be obtained and finally an index
of agreement between each individual configuration
and this weighted average configuration is compu-
ted. An additional step includes the testing of si-
gnificance for these performance indices based on
permutation tests. This method was applied to the
sensory profile of each session separately and to the

profile averaged over the three sessions. The result of
this analysis is presented in Table 1 for separate ses-
sions and in Table 2 for the average profile. Weigh-
ting factors used for the calculation of the average
configuration and an individual index of agreement
are shown for each assessor. A global index corres-
ponding to an average over assessors is also inclu-
ded. Assessor #8 appears clearly as an outlier in
this analysis with a performance index close to zero
in all sensory profiles. It can also be noted than
the weight applied to this assessor for the weighted
average configuration is around 30% lower than the
weight of the other assessors. A progression in the
average performance index is visible over the three
sessions (Table 3), which indicates that an improve-
ment in agreement was achieved during the sensory
profiling experiment. It is however interesting to
note that all assessors do not behave similarly. As-
sessor #2 shows the best performance index in all
cases but did not improve during the experiment.
On another hand, the assessor #3 shows the best
progression over sessions (Table 3) but still shows
the lower performance index in the average sensory
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Fig. 4: Bar graphs of individual panel performance for unreliability, discrimination and disagreement mea-
sures, based on GRAPES [69].
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Session 1 Session 2 Session 3
Assessor Weight Performance

Index
Weight Performance

Index
Weight Performance

Index
1 0.1283 0.742 0.1275 0.740 0.1286 0.790
2 0.1356 0.865 0.1342 0.852 0.1317 0.841
3 0.1234 0.661 0.1294 0.772 0.1296 0.806
4 0.1272 0.724 0.1282 0.753 0.1284 0.787
5 0.1337 0.833 0.1268 0.729 0.1301 0.815
6 0.1314 0.795 0.1328 0.829 0.1323 0.851
7 0.1311 0.790 0.1334 0.839 0.1309 0.829
8 0.0894 0.093 0.0877 0.081 0.0884 0.130
mean 0.773 0.788 0.817

Table 3: Performance index of assessor agreement based on Ledauphin et al. [45]. Sensory profile of three
different sessions.

Assessor Weight Performance Index
1 0.1293 0.844
2 0.1344 0.926
3 0.1289 0.838
4 0.1307 0.866
5 0.1319 0.886
6 0.1328 0.900
7 0.1325 0.896
8 0.0796 0.047
mean 0.879

Table 4: Performance index of assessor agreement based on Ledauphin et al. [45]. Sensory profile averaged
over sessions.

profile (Table 4).

4.4.3. Generalized Procrustes Analysis

Procrustes Analysis originated as a method for mat-
ching two configurations (e.g. a matrix of n samples
by m attributes for two different assessors). The idea
was generalised to a set of configurations with possi-
bly different numbers of columns (e.g. attributes)
in the 1970s (see Gower [26]). In the context of
sensory profiling data, the method can be described
as an iterative transformation of individual configu-
rations by translation, rotation, reflections and iso-
tropic scaling, with the aim of minimising the Pro-
crustes distance between each configuration and a
common configuration, the later being the mean of
the transformed configurations. More details about

the mathematics associated with Procrustes analysis
can be found in [27] and a good review of the tech-
nique and its application to sensory profiling can be
found in [1] or [22]. The transformations performed
in GPA are aimed at correcting a number of asses-
sor effects. The translation removes differences in
level (effect 1 in Figure 2 for each assessor of each
assessor and the isotropic scaling relates to the se-
cond assessor difference in Figure 2, but is applied to
all the attributes of an assessor simultaneously. The
rotation/reflection step is more specific to attribute
usage and aims at aligning individual attribute des-
criptions. The main output of the GPA algorithm
is a group average configuration, i.e. a matrix of
average scores on a common set of “underlying” at-
tributes. Information about samples, attributes and
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panellists is also a useful outcome of the GPA pro-
cedure. This method is commonly used in the field
of sensory science for the analysis of individual vo-
cabulary profiling data (e.g. Free Choice Profiling
[79], Repertory Grid [76] and Flash profile [20]) but
it has also been applied to consensus vocabulary pro-
files in e.g. [22] and [16]. Each assessor develops his
or her own set of attributes in these methods, which
removes the need for construct alignment between
the assessors.

In the current study, GPA was applied to the ave-
rage sensory profile to assess the consensus in attri-
bute interpretation between the assessors. Other as-
pects relating to scaling factors or measures of noise
in individual configurations e.g. GPA residual va-
riance, can also be addressed with GPA, but this
was not considered here. In the following step of the
data analysis, a PCA was performed on the resul-
ting group average data. Only the two first princi-
pal component were considered in this study, which
explained 85.4% of the variation in the data. The
correlation loading plot approach [51] is employed
here to illustrate relationships between the original
individual attributes and the principal components.
Variables with large correlation loadings in this type
of plots are considered more important to explain
the differences observed between the systems. In
the present case, a separate correlation loading plot
is presented for each attribute to evaluate differences
between assessors, though the underlying principal
components are in fact identical. Circles indicating
respectively 50% and 100% explained variance are
included to help visual interpretation and correla-
tion loading vectors of the average configuration are
also added to illustrate the consensus direction.

Figure 5 illustrates the result of this analysis for
the same subset of attributes considered with the
GRAPES method. The assessor #8 appears as an
outlier here again, as can be seen from the corre-
lation loading vectors consistently in disagreement
with the rest of the panel. Attribute #2 shows the
largest average correlation loading vector. This at-
tribute is therefore the most important to explain
the differences observed between the products along
these two dimensions or, in other words, the panel is
very discriminative for this attribute. A large agree-
ment between assessors is also visible for this attri-
bute except in the case of assessor #4. Attribute 15

shows the lowest average correlation loading vector
and the largest disagreement too. The very low cor-
relation loading vector of the assessors #1 and #5
for the attribute #4 also indicates very poor pro-
duct discrimination. Considering all the correlation
circles of attributes, it appears that assessor #2 is
in good agreement with the GPA average configura-
tion, except for two attributes not presented here.

4.5. Brief comparison of the three methods
The three analysis techniques presented in this sec-
tion give an idea of the different aspects of panel
performance that can be addressed. The univariate
method developed by Schlich offers a very detailed
view of the performance of each assessor on an at-
tribute basis taking into account replicate informa-
tion, whereas the multivariate method proposed by
Ledauphin et al. gives more compact representation
of panel performance. The GPA method appears as
a good compromise offering very detailed attribute-
based information as illustrated in this study, but
also more global performance criteria for each as-
sessor (not covered in this paper). Comparing the
results of the three methods now, it appears that
all methods highlighted the poor performance of the
artificial assessor #8. Assessor #2 was identified
as the best assessor in terms of agreement perfor-
mance index of Ledauphin et al., and this result was
confirmed in qualitative terms by the GPA tech-
nique. The discrimination measure also compared
well between the GRAPES and GPA methods at a
panel level. However, some discrepancies were found
between these two approaches at a assessor level,
which might be explained by the very different sta-
tistical models underlying the performance criteria
definitions of these two techniques.

4.6. Application to spatial sound perception
The above methods for evaluating the performance
of assessors were targeted towards direct attribute
rating methods using quantitative line scale. The
methods are not developed for specific applications
but may be applied to any domain of sensory evalua-
tion. As a result their direct application to spatial
sound can occur assuming that an existing and sui-
table vocabulary exists that can be taught to the
subjects.

Several different studies have focused upon the deve-
lopment of vocabularies for the evaluation of spatial
sound characteristics. For example Zacharov and
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Fig. 5: PCA analysis of the GPA average configuration using the correlation loading plot method to illustrate
relationships between the attributes and the principal components for each assessor. A separate plot is shown
for four different attributes.

Koivuniemi [82, 40, 81] applied consensus language
methods to develop attributes associated with loud-
speaker based spatial sound reproduction systems.
Berg and Rumsey [7, 8, 10, 9, 11, 6] performed si-
milar studies based on individual elicitation using

the repertory grid method (RGT). Lorho [47, 48]
has applied both individual and consensus language
approaches to the development of attributes for the
evaluation of headphone spatial sound characteris-
tics. These studies maybe used as a basis for training
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and subsequent evaluation of assessor performance.

5. CONCLUSION

Based upon this study of listening panel develop-
ment, training, calibration and assessment methods
some guidance can be provided regarding how to se-
lect panels for the evaluation of spatial sound quality
by sensory evaluation methods.

It is clear from the literature that in order to ob-
tain objective data from sensory evaluations panel
that selected and trained subjects are essential. To
select such a panel, pre-screening of the subjects is
found to be a good practice in order to ensure you
are sampling the correct population and that the
subjects are potentially suitable (physiologically and
demographically). Post-selection methods are then
essential to assess the performance of the subjects.
Three methods have been discussed in this paper
all of which provide good means of evaluating the
detail performance of subjects and panels. These
methods are typically applicable to any field using
consensus sensory vocabularies. The three method
provide a slightly different perspective on each asses-
sors performance, but generally provide a very simi-
lar picture. The performance index provides a single
figure performance for subjects across all attributes.
Whilst this is convenient and simple it does not pro-
vide the level of detailed analysis provided by the
other two methods. GRAPES provides a very de-
tailed analysis of the subjects performance for each
attribute and also proposed acceptance criteria. In
this manner subject performance or acceptance cri-
teria can be defined and monitored in detail. The
GPA based methods provide a more graphical in-
terpretation of subject performance. This method
allows easy identification of inter-subject agreement
for each attribute and can be used to monitor sub-
ject performance by also attribute usage.

Whilst all the discussed method are found to be very
suitable for the purpose of subject performance eva-
luation, the direct application to spatial sound, with
associated acceptance criteria is still to be defined.

Lastly, the performance evaluation methods propo-
sed by Brockhoff [14] are considered to be of great
interest and should also be evaluated in comparison

to the discussed methods.
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